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(Add-Lim) Combination of hip-hop, trip-hop, and poetry with a side of digital music composition. The After

Dinner Limpid Mints is a hip hop group from Northern California. The group consists of Beezlebubb, Jube

and Rich Sphire. ADLM features many especial guest appearances from LPS and Chris Booth on trumpet

and production, The beats are produced by Sphire Bros., Dextergot, and Drake B. Scratches and cuts are

all courtesy of DJ Rich Sphire. After two premature low-budget recordings, the "Phenylanine EP" and

"ADLM Promo CD", the group has now discharged their first full-length, studio-mastered, factory

produced LP titled "ExperiMINT". Lyrically the songs are tough, thoughtful and concept-heavy featuring

many highlights and rhyme schemes. The lyrics were definitely meant to be heard a few times before fully

understanding them. The beats are complete, dynamic, psychadelic, tastefully bottom-heavy, jazzy,

ambient and all original. The beats also feature precise and clean cuts and scratches along with live

trumpet playing. Dope lyrics plus dope beats equal a dope album. ExperiMINT was discharged in Europe

1 month proir to the American release and that CD had a slightly different track list. ExperiMINT features

ADLM with members of LPS and Aseop the O.L. from Living Legends Crew. The ADLM Crew together

with TightRope Walkers make up the LPS Crew. LPS is currently working to complete the long awaited

LPS vinyl. ADLM is currently constructing the second full length ADLM CD as well as working on the new

revised LPS Vinyl. You can expect lots of new ADLM tracks, they are recorded and getting prepared to be

discharged. Download some ADLM tracks here on this site today.
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